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Level 1 Science, 2015
90940  Demonstrate understanding of aspects of 

mechanics

9.30 a.m. Tuesday 10 November 2015 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of aspects 
of mechanics.

Demonstrate in-depth understanding of 
aspects of mechanics.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
understanding of aspects of mechanics.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet and 
clearly number the question.

Check that this booklet has pages 2 –15 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.

Merit

16

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.

























  

Annotated Exemplar for Science level 1 AS 90940, 2015 
 

 

Merit exemplar for Science Level 1  AS 90940, 2015 Total score 16 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M6 

The candidate has calculated work for Chris with correct unit 

Correctly calculated the speed for Ian just before he is to hit the water  

The candidate used W=F x d to explain the increased force and distance 
caused more work for Ian.  

In the explanation of losing energy as heat and sound the candidate failed to 
identify friction or air resistance as a cause of it. 

2 M5 

The candidate has given the correct definition of the mass but failed to identify 
the weight is a force due to gravity. 

The candidate correctly explained the net forces in both situations. He has 
identified there will be a larger force to the right but did not link the opposing 
direction of the net force caused deceleration of the bird. 

The candidate has calculated the extra distance the bird A travelled correctly. 

3 M5 

The candidate calculated pressure correctly with unit. He used formula and 
explained the greater force as people standing on the pontoon led to larger 
pressure.  

For Excellence, he needs to explain the factor of the unchanged surface area 
in this situation in relation to pressure. 
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Annotated Exemplar for Science level 1 AS 90940, 2015 
 

 

Merit exemplar for Science Level 1  AS 90940, 2015 Total score 16 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M5 

The candidate has calculated work for Chris and gravitational potential energy 
for Ian with correct units. 

The candidate explained that increased force and distance caused more work 
but did not explain the direct proportional relationship between force, distance 
and work. 

In the explanation of losing energy through friction (heat and sound as a result 
of friction) the candidate failed to identify where the friction is from, and where 
the heat and sound is from. 

2 M6 

The candidate has given the definition of the mass and weight and compared 
the difference between mass and weight. 

Correctly calculated weight force with correct conversion of the unit.  

The candidate compared the forces which lead to a net force causing the bird 
to slow down. However, it is not clearly indicated that the net force is opposing 
the motion of the bird which causes it to slow down. 

The candidate has made a mistake in calculating the time therefore the 
distance for the bird A between 4 to 14 seconds. 

3 M5 

The candidate correctly calculated pressure but gave the unit wrongly.  

The candidate tried to link the relationship between pressure, mass/force and 
surface area. However, the broken link between the mass and weight force 
resulted a merit grade. 

For Excellence, he needs to explain the increased mass when people were 
standing on the pontoon led to the increased weight force. While pressure is 
directly proportional to force, with the increased weight force and same 
surface area, the pressure increased. 

 




